
INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL ASSOCIATION

VIA QUERINISSIMA: from Myth to History

Local heritage as driver for international policies



VIA QUERINISSIMA IS:

⮚a formalized network  launched by 4 different Countries (Italy, Norway, Sweden and Spain), 
but open to the welcome new areas

⮚ represented by policy makers, no profit bodies, private entities and university experts

⮚a shared heritage based on Querini’s history, food tradition and sea routes since 1431

⮚a candidate project to the recognition as international Cultural Route by the Council of 
Europe

⮚a dream that is going to become reality



The story of Pietro Querini:

Pietro Querini was a Venetian merchant from 15° century, who did
his businesses by sea routes from Greece to Flanders.

In 1431, during one of his journey, he shipwrecked in the North Sea
but he luckly survived and found a safe place in Rost Island, in
Lofoten archipelago. The local inhabitant hosted Querini and the rest
of his crew and they taught them their customs and traditions. In 1432
Pietro Querini came back to Venice by land route, and took with him
the «gold of the island»: the stockfish.

Thanks to Querini’s adventure, Stockfish arrived to Venice and
became one of the traditional food of the Republic of Venice, as well
as in the other areas along Querini’s routes.



The Council of Europe cultural routes

European Cultural Routes is a Programme launched by the Council of Europe 
in 1987.

The aim of the Programme is to promote networks of people and places which 
share common history and a common heritage.

Cultural routes certified by the Council of Europe  basic principles are:

- human rights,

- democracy,

- cultural diversity and identity,

- dialogue and mutual exchange across national borders and 
centuries.



VIA QUERINISSIMA: The Road Map

⮚2012: the IDEA!
⮚2018: first Scientific and Political meetings in Venice

⮚2019: launch of the procedure
⮚2021: re-start after the Covid-19 pandemic stop
⮚2022-June: signature of the Association «Via Querinissima» among the funder partners
⮚2022-Sept: welcome to new partners in the Association

⮚2022-Nov: international multidisciplinary Scientific Conference 
⮚2023-May: submission of the application to the CoE



WHY the Veneto Regional Council is in this Project?
WHAT is its rule?

⮚Experiencing a concrete action cooperating with local stakeholders;

⮚Cooperating with multidisciplinary scientific experts to improve the policy making methods

⮚Promoting debates exchanging of experiences among regional and local authorities on culture,
tourism, trade and local identity;

⮚Sharing best practices in policy making on these topics;



VIA QUERINISSIMA 

An attractive story of routes, merchants, food and heritage 

to be aware of today’s Europe

and to build the Europe of tomorrow.


